Abstract. Based on Reissner theory, this paper investigates the vibration problems of rectangular thick paltes by applying boundary integral method. This paper presents the concept of the quasi basic system, applies the boundary integral method in it and the actual system, and derives the governing equation and the flexible equation of the forced vibration of rectangular thick plates under a concentrated load with three kinds of boundary conditions respectively. Matlab and Ansys structural analysis software are used for analyzing the equation with numerical calculation and simulation analysis. The result of this paper is used to prove the correctness of the new method, which has solved forced vibration problem of rectangular thick plate
Introduction
In modern industrial construction, the theory of computation for plate is very important, but the classical plate theory has relatively great errors when solving problems of thick plate. In recent years, some scholars found that applying classical plate theory and thick plate theory separately in solving problems of plate will make errors when the ratio of thickness for spans varies in a certain range [1] , so new theories and methods for solving the problems of plate are urgent.
Common methods for solving thick plate bending problems have larger errors in practical projects. There are many ways for solving thick plate bending problems which have flowed more than one century, but shcolars still aim to explore the exact solution of it. Scholars at home also have lots of studies about thick plate problems [2] [3] [4] [5] .
This article,based on Reissner theory, turns the vibration problem of thick plate into static problem with Dalembert's principle which can avoid the simplifying solution of high-order differential equation effectively, and then obtains exact solutions of thick plate vibration problem.
The basic theory of bending rectangular plate
The following sections will introduce Reissner plate theory and the boundary conditions of bending rectangular thick plates, which take into account the effects of transverse shear deformation and compression deformation on rectangular thick plate form.
The Reissner theory of bending thick plate
As shown in Fig.1 σ can be obtained with the boundary conditions of upper and lower surfaces. The force equilibrium of rectangular thick plate need to be considered. Surface of the unit is affected by the working of distributed load q, and shear force, bending moment and torque are distributed in each lateral surface.
Obviously, all forces of z axis which act on the rectangular thick plate unit are 0. The sum of torques of x axis and y axis which are generated by distributed load and shearing force on each lateral surfaces, is 0. According to the relations mentioned, the differential equilibrium equation of bending rectangular thick plate can be derived from Reissner theory, which is obvious different from the classical plate theory.
For convenient calculating, the equation can be rewitten as (4), which is affected by the working together of distributed load (q), concentrated load (P) and concentrated bending moment ( 1 
The expressions of shear force, bending moment, torque and torsional angle of curving thick plate, which also means the governing equation of forced vibration of curving rectangular thick plate, can be deduced according to Dalembert's principle and formula (4) , with the acting of simple harmonic load (no resistance).
Torques and shear forces of free boundary of thick plate are not necessary to be replaced by equivalent shear force, which is different from sheet. 
Boundary integral method
Many studies, based on the classical propositional theorem, have been conducted by scholars. Before 1980, the reciprocal theorem has been limited in the same elastomer with same boundary conditions. Afterwards, Professor Fu Baolian has made certain achievements in theoretical research and application of reciprocal theorem. His research have been agreed by renowned scholars at home and abroad. After a series of researches, he finally obtained systematic structural analysis method for the study of thick plate., named boundary integral method. The method has expanded the application area of reciprocal theorem, and developed its new applications.
The boundary integral method of thick plate's forced vibration can be simply described as:
applying reciprocal theorem in amplitude hypothetical basic system and corresponding amplitude actual system, and amplitude flexible equation of actual system can be obtained. Then calculating the executive equation of flexible equation after getting it, so the corresponding parameter can be substituted in the equation and find the solution.
Quasi basic solution of rectangular thick plate in the boundary integral method
Rectangular thick plate which simply supported by four simple edges, which only influenced by transverse two-dimensional DE carat function, is treat as the quasi basic system, as shown in Fig.3 , and its solution is named as quasi basic solution. In the process of derivation, rectangular thick plate with four simply supported egdes, under the working of one unit's concentrated load, can be chose as the quasi basic system. ( )
(5) According to above, the right side of equation (5) should consider the effects of plate thickness when there only has the effects of concentrated load on it. After calculating, it satisfies the differential equation without mechanical meaning when only the effect of transverse two-dimensional DE carat function is considered.
, which acts on point ( ) η ξ， of the plate, is called the quasi basic load.
Forced vibration of bending rectangular plate in different boundary conditions under the working of concentrated load
Forced vibration equation of bending rectangular thick plate with different boundary conditions, under the working of concentrated load which is composed of edges which are simply supported, fixed and free, will be discussed next. The flexible equation of corresponding boundary conditions and executive equation of boundary condition will be deduced by applying the boundary integral method, and Matlab numerical calculation and Ansys finite element simulation will be used for comparing and testing. 
Flexible equation
The amplitude actual system of bending rectangular thick plate simply supported by four edges under the working of concentrated harmonic load is shown as Fig.4 . Applying the boundary integral method in hypothetical basic system as shown in Fig.3 and amplitude actual system with four simply supported edges as shown in Fig.4 , amplitude flexible equation about forced vibration of bending rectangular thick plate with four simply suppored edges under the effects of concentrated load can be deduced. As shown below: 
Bending rectangular thick plate with fixed opposite edges and simply supported opposite edges

Flexible equation
Bending rectangular thick plate with fixed opposite edges and simply supported opposite edges under the working of concentrated harmonic load is shown as in Fig.6 . Replacing the bending moment constraints of two fixed edges with distributed bending moments Fig.7 and amplitude hypothetical basic system as shown in Fig.3. 
Stress function
The bending rectangular thick plate with fixed opposite edges and simply supported opposite edges can be regard as bending rectangular thick plate with four simply suppored edges which is affected by distributional bending moment on the opposite edges. The stress function:
Boundary condition
According to boundary condition, following formula should be meet: 
Numerical calculation and finite element analysis
Although basic parameters are same with the previous section, this section has something different in calculation. Several corresponding parameters need be obtained through governing equation firstly, then the flexible equation. In order to ensure the convergence, this paper applies basic concept of solving equations in n A and n B , which include 50 values respectively. After solving the two groups of values and substituting them in the flexible equation, arithmetic solutions are obtained as shown in Tab.1. Fig.9 and amplitude hypothetical basic system as shown in Fig.3. 
Stress function
The process of solving stress function in the boundary condition is basically same to 3.2.2, so 
Boundary condition
According to boundary condition, following formula should be meet: The executive equation of boundary condition can be deduced by calculating with flexible equation and stress function (17) [7] .
Numerical calculation and finite element analysis
The basic parameters and calculation method of this section are basically same to 3.2.4.
Conclusion
The paper applies boundary integral method in the actual system and amplitude hypothetical basic system of rectangular thick plate, solves the governing equation and flexible equation in different boundary conditions, and verifies the correctness of the equation through numerical calnculation and finite element analysis. The solution, for the problem of rectangular thick plates' forced vibration, simplifies the solving process. The method forms a set of independent problem-solving thoughts, which is easier to understand and is simple and efficient in the process of application.
